Abstract-In this paper, we propose SWARMORPH: a distributed morphology generation mechanism for autonomous self-assembling mobile robots. Self-organized growth of global morphological structures emerges through the repeated application of local morphology extension rules. We present details of the directional self-assembly mechanism that provides control over the orientation of interrobot connections. We conduct realworld experiments to validate the low-level directional self-assembly mechanism and the growth of global morphologies. We demonstrate the scalability of the approach with large numbers of robots in simulation-based experiments.
process. This lack of morphological control is a major limitation, as for any robotic entity to complete a task efficiently, its morphology must be appropriate to the task. In the majority of existing multirobot self-assembling systems, the geometry of the self-assembled entity is either predefined by the connection mechanism of the hardware or is stochastic.
There is a large body of work on morphologically flexible modular robotic systems [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, the modules of such selfreconfigurable systems tend to be either incapable of autonomous motion or so simple as to be incapable of meaningful independent action. Furthermore, these systems are often incapable of autonomously assimilating additional modules. For detailed overviews of self-reconfigurable systems and self-assembling systems, see [1] and [13] . Various approaches to controlling and assembling modular robots have been proposed, including [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Existing research, however, tends to be either quite abstract and simulation-based or relies on specific robot IDs to control positions in the generated structures.
In this paper, we propose a technique for controlling the selforganized growth of morphological structures on a real-world selfpropelled self-assembling multirobot system. Using our system-SWARMORPH-we can specify global morphologies using local morphology extension rules that govern the self-assembly process. Our rule definition paradigm avoids the use of central control, broadcast communication, and symbolic communication. The rules are executed in turn by each new robot that connects to the morphology. SWARMORPH shares some stochastic features of many natural and artificial self-assembling systems; the self-assembling components (robots in our case) are interchangeable, and the movement of the components in the environment is random. In contrast with most previously studied self-assembling systems, however, the random movement occurs through the use of a self-propelled random walk. The main contribution of this paper is to show the systematic self-assembly of global structures with self-propelled self-assembling robots.
In a previous work [19] , we showed the growth of four global morphologies. Here, we extend that work into a generic morphology growth platform. We abstract our local rules into a set of primitives and show how these primitives can be combined in different ways to generate a large number of different global morphologies. We detail the low-level control mechanism-directional self-assembly-that these rules use to control the self-assembly process and present experiments validating this mechanism.
A key benefit of distributed control is scalability. We present results in simulation to demonstrate the scalability of our system. We validate our simulated environment by comparison with our earlier results on real robots.
II. ROBOTIC PLATFORM
This study was conducted on the swarm-bot robotic platform [20] , which was designed and built by Mondada's group at theÉcole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland. The swarm-bot system consists of a number of mobile autonomous robots called s-bots (see Fig. 1 ) that are capable of forming physical connections with each other.
Each s-bot is surrounded by a semitransparent LED ring that contains eight sets of red, green, blue (RGB) colored LEDs. The LEDs are distributed uniformly in eight locations around the ring. A green LED, a blue LED, and a red LED are located at each LED location. The LED ring can be grasped by another s-bot using its gripper. An optical light barrier inside the s-bot gripper indicates when another s-bot's LED ring is between the jaws of the gripper. For more details, see [20] .
III. DIRECTIONAL SELF-ASSEMBLY

A. Concepts and Terminology
Directional self-assembly is a mechanism we developed to allow a self-assembling s-bot to specify the location and orientation of an inter-robot connection. SWARMORPH relies on this directional selfassembly mechanism to extend a morphology locally in a particular direction.
To grow the morphology appropriately, an s-bot that is already connected to the morphology illuminates a particular configuration of LEDs to indicate a point on its body where a new s-bot should grip and a corresponding orientation that the gripping s-bot should assume. We term such a configuration of LEDs a connection slot. The left-hand side and right-hand side of a connection slot are indicated by four illuminated green LEDs and four illuminated blue LEDs, respectively (see Fig. 2, top) . A connection slot can be opened between any two neighboring LED locations on the s-bot LED ring, except between the two front LED locations, where the gripper is mounted. As a connection slot requires the use of all eight LED locations, an s-bot can open only one connection slot at a time. We refer to an s-bot that is displaying an open connection slot as an extending s-bot and an s-bot that is navigating toward or trying to connect to (grip) a connection slot as a connecting s-bot. A connection slot is considered "open" until an s-bot connects to it, at which point, it is considered "filled."
B. Approaching and Gripping
S-bots that are not already part of the connected morphology perform a random walk until they see a connection slot. When an s-bot can see a connection slot, it tries to connect to it. Unconnected s-bots illuminate their red LEDs and avoid each other using proximity sensors and their cameras. When two s-bots are both trying to connect to a single connection slot, they both retreat and wait for a random amount of time before trying again.
A connecting s-bot uses the illuminated LEDs of an extending s-bot's open connection slot to calculate the approach vector (see 2 ). The head of the approach vector is called the grip point and indicates the point on the extending s-bot's body at which the connecting s-bot should grip. The tail of the approach vector is called the approach point and is 13 cm away from the body of the extending s-bot. The heading of the approach vector matches the orientation that the connection slot specifies for the connecting s-bot. Thus, by simply following the approach vector to the grip point and then gripping, a connecting s-bot will grip the extending s-bot at the correct location and will assume the correct corresponding orientation.
A connecting s-bot first navigates to the approach point at the tail of the approach vector. It then rotates to face the grip point at the head of the approach vector and only then starts to navigate along the approach vector to the grip point. The closer an s-bot gets to the grip point, the more accurately it perceives the LEDs of the connection slot, and therefore, the more precisely it can calculate the approach vector. Corrections to the connecting s-bot's trajectory are made continuously as the s-bot approaches the grip point. During the approach, the speed of the s-bot is reduced as a linear function of the distance to the grip point (the magnitude of the alignment corrections becomes correspondingly smaller). When the s-bot determines that it is close enough to connect, it attempts to grip by closing its gripper. If the grip fails, the s-bot moves back and starts navigating to the approach point again.
C. Results
We analyzed the performance of the directional self-assembly mechanism. We ran 96 trials of an experiment in which a single s-bot connected to a stationary extending s-bot. In every trial, the extending s-bot had the same position and orientation. At the start of each trial, the extending s-bot opened connection slot B (directly behind it; see distributed around a circle of radius 35 cm centered on the extending s-bot.
In all 96 trials, the connecting s-bot successfully connected to the extending s-bot. In two of the 96 trials, the grip failed on the first attempt and the connecting s-bot retreated to try another angle. In a further four trials, the connecting s-bot retreated to try another angle before even attempting to grip, as it determined that it was approaching from an incorrect angle. In a single trial, the connecting s-bot lost sight of the connection slot and was manually replaced on its starting position.
The location on the extending s-bot's body was, on average, 0.75 cm (standard deviation 0.62 cm) from the grip point. The connecting s-bot, on average, assumed an angle of 9.9
• (standard deviation 6.4
• ) from the optimum.
The mean times spent on the different navigation zones are shown in Fig. 3 . The largest share of the time was spent on the final alignment and approach phases, during which the s-bot rotates on the approach point to face the grip point and then follows the approach vector to the grip point. Although the distances covered in the different navigation zones vary significantly, the mean times spent in the different zones are comparable. This near equivalence is a consequence of the increasing precision required as the s-bot gets closer to the connection slot-the more precision required, the slower the s-bot moves. The mean time from the start of a trial until the connecting s-bot gripped was 54.3 s.
IV. GLOBAL MORPHOLOGIES FROM LOCAL RULES
SWARMORPH morphology growth occurs through the repeated application of local extension rules. As each new s-bot connects to the morphology, it becomes an extending s-bot and follows its extension rules to determine how the local structure should be extended. To carry out the extension dictated by a particular rule, the s-bots use the directional self-assembly mechanism described in the previous section. By combining extension rules in different ways, we can build distributed control algorithms that grow specific morphologies.
Morphology growth starts when an initial seed s-bot initiates morphology growth by opening the first connection slot. The seed s-bot has its own set of extension rules. A separate rule set governs the behavior of all other extending s-bots (the seed can also be considered an extending s-bot).
A. Extension Rule Set
In this section, we describe the extension rules currently implemented in SWARMORPH. All of the rules are based purely on locally sensed information-none of the rules make reference to any kind of global blueprint, nor do they rely on any symbolic communication between modules.
The Extend rule uses directional self-assembly to extend the structure by opening a specified connection slot. The rule takes as a parameter the connection slot that should be opened. Using only this extension rule, we can form simple morphologies like the line and the circle in Fig. 4 . For the line morphology, each connected s-bot just executes the rule Extend(B), while for the circle morphology, each connected s-bot executes the rule Extend(BL). The rules Send HS Sig and Wait HS Sig together make up the handshake signal. The handshake signal allows a connecting s-bot to signal to an extending s-bot that it has successfully connected to the extending s-bot's open connection slot (the s-bot hardware does not include any dedicated sensors to detect when it has been gripped by another s-bot). This signalling is required by the more complex branching morphologies that require a single s-bot to extend the local structure in more than one direction (for example, the last five morphologies in Fig. 4 ). The extending s-bot must know when a connection slot has been filled so that it can open the next connection slot at the right time (an s-bot can open only one connection slot at a time). The Send HS Sig rule tells the connecting s-bot to signal to the extending s-bot after it grips successfully. The signal takes the form of opening connection slot F. The Wait HS Sig rule tells the extending s-bot to wait until it detects the handshake signal before executing subsequent morphology-specific extension rules.
The Decide rule allows an s-bot to make conditional decisions about how to extend the local structure based on what it can see in its surroundings. In particular, this rule allows a connecting s-bot to modify its behavior based on the posthandshake actions of the extending s-bot to which it is connecting. In Fig. 5 , we use the Decide rule to grow the rectangle morphology. The rule sets used are shown in Fig. 6 .
The Balance rule enforces balanced morphology growth until the extremities of the morphology are no longer within visual range of each other. When we use the Send HS Sig and Wait HS Sig rules to generate branching morphologies, we run the risk that the morphology will be unbalanced-it is stochastically possible that one branch will develop much faster than another. Such imbalances are particularly problematic when the number of s-bots is limited, as is the case in our real robot experimentation. When executing the Balance rule, a connected robot waits with its LEDs unilluminated until it cannot see any connection slots around it. Once the s-bot can no longer see any green or blue LEDs (i.e., connection slots), the connected s-bot continues executing subsequent extension rules. In Fig. 7 , we use the Balance rule to grow a T-shape morphology. The rule sets used are shown in Fig. 8 . In the T-shape morphology, as long as the s-bots at the ends of the three branches can still see each other, the branches will differ in length by at most one s-bot.
The GrowDense rule enables the stochastic growth of dense morphologies. When a connected s-bot executes the GrowDense rule, it opens a series of connection slots (L, R, BR, BL, B) in a repeating cycle. A connection slot remains open until filled or until it has been open for 120 s. After a connection slot has been filled or after the time-out, the next connection slot in the cycle is opened. The order of connection slots in the GrowDense cycle has been chosen to encourage dense morphology growth-connection slots near the gripper are opened first to encourage breadth-first expansion. The morphology growth is unpredictable because stochastic local conditions determine which of the opened connection slots get filled. In particular, for a connection slot to be filled, there must be an unconnected s-bot nearby (which depends on the unconnected s-bots' random walk), and there must be sufficient space available to extend the morphology (which depends on the previous random growth of the morphology). The rightmost morphology in Fig. 4 is an example of a dense morphology. The rule sets used are shown in Fig. 9 .
B. SWARMORPH Generable Morphologies
Using SWARMORPH, we can generate a large number of different morphologies (see Fig. 4 ). 1 However, in the current rule set, there is no 
V. GROWING MORPHOLOGIES WITH REAL ROBOTS
We selected four morphologies to grow in experiments with seven real s-bots. Examples of the four morphologies are shown in Fig. 10 . We grew each of the four example morphologies (line, arrow, star, rectangle) ten times with seven real s-bots.
All six free robots successfully connected to the morphology in 38 out of 40 experiments. In a single-rectangle morphology experiment, one robot failed to connect, and in another of the rectangle morphology experiments, two robots failed to connect. A detailed analysis of the timing of these experiments can be found in [19] .
VI. SCALABILITY
A. Simulation Environment
We conducted experiments with larger numbers of s-bots in simulation. Our simulation environment consists of a specialized software simulator with a custom dynamics engine tailored to our robotic platform [21] . We developed a control interface abstraction layer that allowed us to transfer our control programs between the simulator and the real robots without any modification.
The control abstraction layer allowed us to run and test SWARMORPH-based control programs, both in simulation and on real robots. This development model gave us a large degree of Fig. 11 . Morphology growth over time for four morphologies formed with simulated robots. We fix the number of unconnected s-bots in the system at 10 by feeding a new s-bot into the simulation after every connection. Each line shows the growth over time of a single morphology averaged over 100 experimental trials.
confidence about the accuracy of our simulator. To further validate the verisimilitude of our simulation environment, we repeated in simulation the experiments that we had already done with the real robots. We set up an experiment with seven simulated s-bots for each of the four morphologies tested on real s-bots in the previous section. Table I lists the mean completion times for ten real robot trials for each morphology and the results obtained in 100 trials in simulation for the same morphologies. For the line, arrow, and star morphologies, the mean completion time in simulation is slightly lower than the mean completion time observed in the experiments with real robots. The mean completion time for the rectangle morphology is 31% lower in simulation than observed in our experiments with real robots. We believe that this difference is primarily due to the fact that when the robots are densely packed, the camera is more accurate in simulation than in reality. In the rectangle morphology, robots are located close to each other, giving rise to effects such as occlusions and reflections of the light emitted from the LEDs. These effects are not modeled by our simulator. We therefore chose to avoid the use of densely packed morphologies such as the rectangle morphology in our scalability tests.
B. Scalability
In order to test how fast various morphologies grow when more robots are available, we conducted experiments with four different morphologies. We chose the morphologies line, arrow, T-shape, and star, because they can, respectively, have one, two, three, and four connection slots open simultaneously (see Fig. 4 ). In order to keep our arena size manageable, we added robots to the simulation gradually. We kept the number of unconnected robots constant, at 10. Each time an unconnected robot connected to the morphology, a new unconnected robot was added to the simulation. For each morphology, we conducted 100 trials. In each trial, we varied the initial placement and orientation of the unconnected s-bots. A trial was considered finished when the morphology reached a size of 25 connected robots. The relatively small difference (61 s) between the average completion times is probably due to the fact that the number of unconnected robots is fixed at 10. In order for the extra open connection slots to speed up morphology growth, there have to be robots in the vicinity each time a new connection slot is opened. Since the ten unconnected robots are not always evenly distributed, the star morphology completes only marginally faster than the T-shape morphology.
Comparing the completion times for the star and the T-shape morphologies with the arrow and line morphology, the benefit of multiple open connection slots becomes more apparent; the arrow morphology (which has up to two connection slots open simultaneously) and the line morphology (which has only one connection slot open at a time) reach the size of 25 robots in 1051 and 1473 s, respectively. For the line morphology, the rate of growth slows down as the morphology gets larger. The line morphology has only one connection slot open at a time, and because of its 1-D growth, for any given number of s-bots, it stretches further than the other morphologies. Thus, even once an unconnected s-bot has approached the connected structure, it can take a long time for the s-bot to navigate to the open connection slot. This delaying factor is less present for the other morphologies, partly because more connection slots are open and partly because they grow in two dimensions.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this paper, we demonstrated the decentralized growth of specific morphologies using a real-world self-assembling robotic platform. Our system, called SWARMORPH, consists of a set of local extension rules built on top of a dedicated directional self-assembly mechanism. We analyzed the reliability of this low-level directional self-assembly mechanism and found it both robust and precise. We achieved a high success rate in building four different morphologies using seven real robots. The absence of symbolic communication makes our morphology growth algorithms simpler and, thus, potentially transferable to less-sophisticated self-assembling robotic systems. We demonstrated the scalability potential of our approach with experiments in simulation using larger numbers of robots.
In the future, we intend to investigate adaptive use of morphogenesis with respect to the robotic task. In an all-terrain navigation task, for example, the group could self-assemble into an elongated morphology in order to cross a ditch, while on rough and uneven terrain the robots could self-assemble into a more dense, stable morphology.
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Image-Based Visual
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual servo algorithms have been extensively developed in the robotics field over the last ten years [7] , [10] , [19] [29] . The estimated pose can be used directly in the control law [1] , or as part of a scheme fusing visual data and inertial measurements [29] . In this paper, we do not deal with pose estimation, but consider image-based visual servo (IBVS), similar to the approach considered in [4] , [17] , and [30] .
The system dynamics is sometimes explicitly taken into account in IBVS. This strategy has been applied for robotic manipulators [9] , [12] , [20] and for aerial vehicles [15] , [30] . Another popular approach (as usually done for most robotic systems such as robot arms, mobile robots, etc.) is based on separating the control problem into an inner loop and an outer position control loop. As for helicopters, the inner attitude loop is run at high gain using inputs from inertial sensors, rate gyrometers, and accelerometers acquired at high data rate, while the outer loop is run at low gain using video input from the camera [26] , [27] . The outer (visual servo) loop provides set points for the inner attitude loop and classical time-scale separation and high-gain arguments can be used to ensure stability of the closed-loop system [1] , [11] , [15] , [27] .
